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1. 

ORDNANCE AND EXPLOSIVE 
ARCHIVES SEARCH REPORT 

FOR 
BORREGO MANEUVER AREA 

BORREGO SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 
PROJECT NUMBER J09CA701101 

INTRODUCTION 

a. Subject and Purpose 

(1) This report presents the findings of an historical 
records search and site inspection for ordnance and explosive 
(OE) presence located at the former Borrego Maneuver Area. See 
plate 1 for general location map. The investigation was 
performed under the authority of the Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program for Formerly Used Defense Sites (DERP FUDS). 

(2) The purpose of this investigation was to 
characterize the site for potential OE presence, to include 
conventional ammunition and chemical warfare material (CWM). 
This was achieved by a thorough evaluation of historical records, 
interviews, and an on-site visual inspection. 

b. Scope 

(1) The investigation focused on approximately 400 
square miles (256,000 acres) of land located near Borrego 
Springs, California. This land was obtained by the Department of 
the Army from the State of California by use permit around 1942 
for use as a maneuver area for the Army Headquarters, Southern 
California Sector, Western Defense Command. The Borrego Maneuver 
Area was active from 1942 until 1944, with the primary documented 
user being the Army Anti-Aircraft Training Center (AARTC) at Camp 
Callan, California, from 1943 to 1944. The Marine Corps 
additionally utilized the maneuver area to train student drivers. 
The Borrego Maneuver Area was declared excess to the needs of the 
AARTC in 1944 and was further declared surplus in 1944, at which 
time the lands were returned to the State of California. 

(2) This report presents the site history, site 
description, real estate ownership information, and confirmed 
ordnance presence, based on available records, interviews, and 
the site inspection. It further provides a complete evaluation 
of all information to assess potential ordnance presence where 
actual ordnance presence has not been confirmed. 



(3) For the purpose of this report, OE presence 
consists of live ammunition, live ammunition components, CWM or 
explosives which have been lost, abandoned, discarded, buried, 
fired, or thrown from demolition pits or burning pads. These 
items were either manufactured, purchased, stored, used, and/or 
disposed of by the War Department/Department of Defense. Such 
ammunition/components are no longer under accountable record 
control of any DOD organization or activity. 

(4) Expended small arms ammunition (caliber .50 or 
smaller) does not constitute an OE presence. OE further includes 
"explosive soil" which refers to any mixture in soil, sands, 
clays, etc., such that the mixture itself is explosive. 
Generally, 10 percent or more by weight of secondary explosives 
in a soil mixture is considered explosive soil. 

2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

a. 1994 Preliminary Assessment 

(1) A Preliminary Assessment (PA) of the Borrego 
Maneuver area was conducted under the Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program, Formerly Used Defense Sites (DERP FUDS) by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District (CESPL) on 
6 July 1994 (site number J09CA701100). At that time, it was 
determined that the site was formerly used by the DOD for various 
military functions. Several OE projects, with a broad scope of 
OE delivery and usage, were classified in the Borrego Springs 
project, some lying within or near the Borrego Maneuver area, 
with the Borrego Maneuver Area being one of the areas identified 
and the subject of this report (see document E-l). 

(2) The signed FDE concluded that the Borrego Maneuver 
Area site consisted of approximately 400 square miles (256,000 
acres), was used from 1942 to 1944, and was eligible for 
restoration under the purview of DERP FUDS (see table 2-l and 
document E-l). 

DERP-FUDS PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT PROJECT 
Project DERP Present 
Number Category Phase Comments Location 
J09CA701101 OE SI Ordnance & Borrego Maneuver Area 

Explosives (see plates 1 & 2) 

J09CA701102 OE SI Ordnance & Camp Ensign 
Explosives 

J09CA701104 OE SI Ordnance & Borrego Hotel (Target and 
Explosives Emergency Landing Field, 

Note: Site numbers J09CA701103 and J09CA701105 were omitted from assignment. 
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TABLE 2-l (continued) 
DERP-FUDS PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT PROJECT 

Project DERP Present 
Number Category Phase Comments Location 
J09CA701106 OE SI Ordnance & Benson Dry Lake 

Explosives 

HTRW -- None 
Recommended 

BD/DR -- None 
Recommended 

I 

b. Other Investigations 

To the knowledge of the team, no other investigations 
pertinent to this site have been conducted or are being conducted 
at this time. 

3. SITE DESCRIPTION 

a. Existing Land Usage 

(1) The former Borrego Maneuver Area is located in the 
vicinity of Borrego Springs, California. Total site acreage 
consisted of 400 square miles of a combination of barren desert, 
mountains, and badlands bearing negligible amounts of arid 
climate vegetation species, which was acquired by use permit from 
the State of California for use as a force-on-force maneuver area 
(see documents F-l and G-l). 

(2) Today, former project lands are owned predominately 
by the State of California for use as a State Park, with numerous 
additional parcels under state, federal and private ownership. 

(3) Table 3-l on the next page lists the current listed 
owners, acreages and OE areas that are appropriate to this 
project site. 



TABLE 
CTJFSENT LAND USAGE 

FORMER PRESENT m 
AREA USAGE OWNER USAGE ACRES COMMENTS 

A-l Mechanized Artillery California Parks State Park 2,085.OO See plates 3 & 4 
Range Impact Area Department 

A-2 Mechanized Artillery California Parks State Park 23,852.OO See plates 3 & 4 
Range Buffer Zone Department 

B Borrego Mountain Auto California Parks State Park 4,450.oo See plates 3 & 4 
Weapons Firing Range/ Department 
Rocket Experimental 
Test Area 

C Santa Rosa Mountain Auto California Parks State Park 5,985.OO See plates 3 & 4 
Weapons Firing Range Department 

D All Other Lands Multiple Owners State Park/ 206,731.OO See plates 3 & 4 
Various 

E-l Naval Impact Areas California Parks State Park 3,112.OO See plates 3 & 4 
Department 

E-2 Naval Buffer Zones California Parks State Park 9,785.OO See plates 3 & 4 
Department 
TOTAL FDE ACRES: 256,OOO.OO 



b. Climatic Data 

(1) The former Borrego Maneuver Area is a parcel of 
desert land located in the eastern portion of San Diego County 
and the western portion of Imperial County. The project area is 
characterized by hot summers and mild winters. The average 
annual temperature is 72.6 degrees Fahrenheit (F) . In the summer 
months (June through August), the daily average is 88.93 degrees 
F. The maximum high temperature recorded for the region is 120 
degrees F. In the winter months (December through February), the 
average is 57.3 degrees F, with temperatures rarely falling below 
freezing. 

(2) The average yearly rainfall is 6.83 inches, and 
occurs primarily during two seasons: winter, when Pacific frontal 
storms drop some moisture, and summer, when thunderstorms develop 
out of moist air coming north from the Gulf of California. 
Winter rains are usually gentle. Summer storms can be locally 
heavy and cause damaging flash floods. Occasionally, a tropical 
Pacific cyclone, known in Mexico as a chubasco, will strike the 
area and dump large amounts of rain in a short period of time. 
On the average, summer rains attributable to tropical Pacific 
storms reach Southern California once every two years. 

(3) Westerly winds prevail in the project region except 
during the summer (June through August), when easterly winds 
equal or surpass the westerlies. Average wind speeds are light 
(2-4 meters/second) most of the year. During the spring, 
however, average wind speeds increase to a moderate 4-6 
meters/second (see references B-6 and B-7). 

C. Topography 

(1) The former Borrego Maneuver Area is located 
predominately in the Borrego Valley with elevations ranging from 
262 feet below sea level to 6,560 feet above sea level. 

(2) The site is situated predominately on a fairly 
level, broad, and arid plain between Borrego Mountain and the 
Santa Rosa Mountains, with sections of both mountainous areas a 
portion of project lands. The vegetation of the area is sparse, 
with an array of a several arid climate plant species present 
(see reference B-5 and Plate 1). 

d. Geology and Soils 

(1) The Anza-Borrego Desert, in which the project area 
lies, is part of the Colorado Desert Biogeographical Province of 
southeast California. The Colorado Desert is a northern 
extension of the Sonora Desert of Arizona and northwestern 
Mexico. 



(2) The Geology of the Anza-Borrego is diverse, 
displaying sandstone and silt creations of ancient lakes in much 
of the area, with flat valleys, jagged mountains, and narrow 
canyons also predominant features, the result of millions of 
years of faulting, water scouring, and erosion. 

(3) The Anza-Borrego Desert, in the vicinity of project 
lands, is bisected by two large fault zones, the San Jacinto and 
the Elsinore. The San Jacinto runs from the Hemet area through 
the Borrego Valley, sending branches to the Salton Trough. The 
Elsinore zone runs from the Temecula south along County Road S-2. 

(4) The largest earthquake to hit Anza-Borrego in 
historic times occurred on the Coyote Creek Fault, a branch of 
the San Jacinto, on 9 April 1968. It measured 6.4 on the Richter 
Scale with an epicenter near the Borrego Mountain. Damage to 
structures in Borrego Springs and Ocotillo Wells were minor. 

(5) The predominant soil types of the project are 
identified as follows (see reference B-5) : 

(a) Rositas-Carrizo association: Somewhat 
excessively drained loamy coarse sands to very gravely sands on 
alluvium fans; O-9 percent slopes. 

(b) Mecca-Indio association: Well drained sandy 
loams and silt loams on alluvial fans, subject to occasional 
flooding and deposition; 0 to 5 percent slopes. 

(cl Crouch association, rocky: Well drained course 
sandy loams over weathered grandiorite; 9 to 75 percent slopes. 

(d) Tollhouse-LaPosta-Rock land association, 
eroded: Excessively drained and somewhat excessively drained 
coarse sandy loams and loamy coarse sands over granitic rock, and 
areas of rock land; 9 to 65 percent slopes. 

(e) Sheephead association, rocky: Well drained 
cobbly fine sandy loams over fractured mica schist; 9 to 65 
percent slopes. 

(f) Mottsville-Bull Trail association: 
Excessively drained to well drained loamy coarse sands and sandy 
loams on alluvial fans and in basins; 2 to 15 percent slopes. 

(9) Mottsville-Calpine association: Excessively 
drained to well drained loamy coarse sands and coarse sandy loams 
on alluvial fans; 2 to 15 percent slopes. 

(h) Rough broken land-Terrace escarpments-Sloping 
gullied land association: Steep and very steep dissected land, 
escarpments, and gullied land. 
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shales. 
(i) Badland association: Dominantly barren eroded 

Cj) Rock land association: Dominantly exposed 
bedrock and very large boulders. 

e.. Hydrology 

(1) The Borrego Maneuver Area falls within the Borrego 
Valley Ground Water Basin which is an alluvium-filled valley 
underlain by crystalline bedrock. 

(2) The valley fill is classified into three categories: 
upper, middle and lower acquifers. The upper acquifer ranges in 
thickness from 0 to 1000 feet, the middle acquifer from 0 to 700 
feet, and the lower acquifer from 0 to 1,800 feet. 

(3) Ground water levels vary considerably in the valley, 
ranging between about 18 feet and 305 feet from ground surface, 
depending upon elevation. 

(4) The only surface body of water constantly present on 
project land is the Coyote Canyon stream (see reference B-8). 

f. Natural Resource8 

(1) The subject site is in the general area of various 
state and federal endangered, threatened, and candidate species. 
Those species listed in Table 3-2 are known or believed to 
inhabit the site. 

(2) For additional species in San Diego County that are 
considered Federal and State Candidate Category 1 and 2, 
interested parties should review document E-3. A species update 
should be acquired from the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 
California Natural Heritage Division, and the Anza-Borrego State 
Park prior to remediation (see documents E-6, E-7, and Appendix 
A). 

9. Historical/Cultural Resources 

Mr. Fred Jee of the Anza Borrego State Park has stated 
that numerous historical and archaeological/palaentological sites 
are located in or near project lands. These are in the form of 
village sites, tool construction sites, and sleeping circles (to 
name a few). In the event of remediation on the site, it is 
recommended that the California State Park Service be contacted 
for a current evaluation of site conditions and remediation 
guidelines. The phone number for this organization is (619) 767- 
5311 (see document I-6). 



TABLE 3-2 
NATURAL/CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Resource 
Classification Type Comment 
Wildlife Least Bills Vireo Endangered (Fed & State) 

Unarmored Threespine Endangered (Fed & State) 
Stickleback 

Mohave Tui Chub Endangered (Federal) 

Peninsular Bighorn Proposed Endangered (Fed) 
Threatened (State) 

Flat-Tailed Horned Proposed Threatened (Fed) 
Lizard 

Barefoot Banded Gecko Threatened (State) 

Historical Numerous On/Near 

Archeological Numerous On/Near 

4. HISTORICAL ORDNANCE PRESENCE 

a. Chronological Site Summary 

(1) Site Acquisition 

(a) On 20 March 1942, Major General Wilson, the 
Army Commander of the Southern California Sector of the Western 
Defense Command, informed his command in Training Circular #23 
that maneuver and firing rights had been secured in an area of 
the Borrego Desert covering 400 square miles (256,000 acres). 
Maneuver area acreage had been procured through use permit with 
the State of California with the maneuver area being known as the 
Borrego Maneuver Area (see documents F-l and G-l). 

(b) Maneuver area site boundaries were said to 
extend eastward to Highway 99 (now Highway 86), northward to the 
Rivers'ide County line, westward to a north-south line extending 
through the Borrego Post Office, and southward to Highway 78. 
Excluded from military usage on the agreement document for site 
utilization were Indian lands in Township 9 south, Range 9 east, 
a Naval landing field (Benson's Dry Lake) north of Ocotillo, and 
an area adjacent to the western boundary on which houses, fences, 
and other improvements had been erected. Additionally, two other 
Navy procured parcels, not excluded by maneuver area documents, 
existed within maneuver area boundaries (see documents F-l and 
G-l). 



(2) Facility Construction and Use 

(a) After the acceptance of Borrego Maneuver Area 
lands, the only Army related improvement known to be performed on 
the property was the oiling (black-topping) of Yaqui Pass road 
(see documents E-4, H-l and H-2). 

(b) Naval improvements included the development of 
target areas and related structures prior to the acquisition of 
and within the confines of the maneuver area. The Naval areas 
were known as Clarks Dry Lake and the Borrego (Military) Wash and 
contained bombing, strafing and rocket targets and rake stations. 
These areas, although falling within the confines of the Borrego 
Maneuver Area, have been identified and are being investigated as 
separate FUDS sites, 
(see documents E-4, 

currently in the PA phase of investigation 
F-7, and L-l). 

(cl Army related activity within the Borrego 
Maneuver Area consisted of the following: 

(1) In September 1943, the Camp Callan Anti- 
Aircraft Replacement Training Center of San Diego, California, 
secured the Borrego Maneuver Area for field training purposes. 
Anti-Aircraft Artillery firing was also conducted at this 
maneuver area, in addition to such firing as was conducted at the 
post reservation firing point in San Diego (see document E-2). 

(2) When new AA replacement units at Camp 
Callan completed a basic training of 8 to 15 weeks duration, they 
were sent to the Borrego desert for a final two weeks of training 
in "dry run" and "live fire" training (see documents E-2, E-4, 
E-5, F'-2, F-3, F-4, I-3, I-5, I-6, I-10, I-11, I-14, I-15, I-17 I 
I-18, I-20, and I-21) 

(a) In dry run training, the crew 
repeatedly set up a gun emplacement, tore it down, and moved to 
new location (usually at night), where they would quickly and 
correctly conceal and protect it and make it once again combat 
ready. Batteries of large caliber guns also practiced training 
the gun on high flying aircraft detected by the aural locators 
which were aided at night by the searchlight crews. Batteries ( 
small-caliber weapons also made dry runs by training their guns 
against low flying targets. 

a 

(b) "Live fire" antiaircraft firing 
ranges in the valley were said to have been north of Clark's Dry 
Lake and at the Borrego Mountain. Some of the Camp Callan 
training batteries made their dry runs in the Borrego Valley, 
then completed their field exercises by live firing at Camp Haan. 
Other training Batteries did both the dry runs and live firing in 
the valley. Although guns of up to 155mm were possibly 
transported to the property, only the smaller caliber weapons 
(.30 caliber to 90mm) fired live ammunition. Guns for larger 

ammunition were fired at Camp Haan. Historical and interview 
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evidence displays that small bore weapons fire (presumably .30 
and . 50 Caliber) was directed at trailer launched OQ2-A pilotless 
target planes (drones) which were launched and controlled in a 
east to west direction at the north face of the Borrego Mountains 
and the south face of the Santa Rosa Mountains (the latter being 
an area in the vicinity of the Navy Clark's Dry Lake Landing 
Field/Target). Additional small caliber AAA firing was said to 
have occurred at high altitude aircraft towed targets (socks) at 
the same locations. Historical, interview, and physical 
evidence uncovered suggests that Army AAA firing of 40mm 
ammunition occurred in the Borrego Maneuver Area with fire 
directed at the Navy Target area in the Borrego (Military) Wash. 
90mm fire may have also occurred in this area. The suspected 
firing point is believed to be an area of desert east of the 
former Camp Ensign and north of Borrego Mountain. 

(c) Firing activities were coordinated 
through the Joint Operations Center in San Diego to allow 
optimum/joint use of Army/Navy target areas by the requesting 
services and to preclude accidents occurring due to unknown 
airspace/land training usage. 

(3) Bivouac areas used by Camp Callan Units 
included the Ensign Ranch and desert areas eastward (see 
documents E-4, H-l, H-2, I-15 and I-21). 

(4) Additional military related maneuver 
activity which occurred in the former Borrego Maneuver Area is 
evidenced by a State Archaeologists discovery of observation 
posts .at various locations, military artifacts and ration debris 
found nearby. Remnants of a floating dock were also discovered 
in the Borrego Wash, possibly the remnants of engineer activity. 
In addition, a local resident discovered that an abandoned family 
homestead near the Borrego Sink had been occupied by military 
troops (believed to have been a force-on-force exercise in the 
spring of 1942). The evidence remaining were vehicle and large 
weapon sized pits, piles of food tins, a sprung door on the 
dwelling, a destroyed fence, and a rifle hanging on a tree. This 
may have actually been related to Camp Callan activity which 
actually began in September 1943 (see documents E-3, E-4, and 
plate 2). 

(d) Marine related activity within the Borrego 
Maneuver Area consisted of the following (see documents E-4, F-7, 
H-l, and H-2): 

(1) The Marines established a Camp at the 
Ensign Ranch in Borrego Springs where trainees from San Diego 
billeted, known as Camp Ensign. 
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(2) Groups of Marine trainees rotated through 
the camp for periods of about a week during which they gained 
proficiency in driving military trucks at night. Although their 
practice course is not known, it is believed that they used the 
few gravel roads near the ranch and drove freely across the 
surrounding desert. 

(3) A 1941 document describes the proposed use 
of Borrego Area Naval Ranges by Marine Antiaircraft Artillery 
Units. However, this use cannot be substantiated. 

(e) Navy related activity within the Borrego 
Maneuver Area consisted of the following (see documents E-4, F-8, 
photos J-5 through J-18, and plates 2, 3, and 5) : 

(1) Replacement pilot and crew training in 
bombing, gunnery, and rocketry at the Naval Clark's Dry Lake and 
the Borrego (Military) Wash target area's. Personnel scoring and 
observation of ordnance related missions are evident by the 
presence of rake stations. Occasional maintenance and 
improvement of these emergency landing/target areas is also 
suspected. 

(2) Navy pilots provided air monitoring 
support during the Army AA firing at pilotless target 
planes/drones. The pilot was responsible for chasing and 
shooting down any errant drone which escaped from its ground 
controller. 

(f) Military related civilian activity included the 
following (see documents D-2, E-4, photo J-l, and plates 2,3, and 
5) : 

(1) Rocket scientists from the California 
Institute of Technology (CALTECH), with help from training units 
from Camp Callan, tested experimental target rockets in an area 
north of Borrego Mountain. The testing was an experiment in the 
radio detection of hits on target rockets. 

(2) The tests were conducted along the north 
face of Borrego Mountain. A .30 caliber machine gun emplacement 
with crew was positioned about 2 miles from the experimental 
rocket launch site, the CALTECH group was located about mid 
range, and the launch crew was positioned at the face of the 
mountain. Communications were established between the elements. 

(3) The gun crew would be alerted of rocket 
loading. Upon ignition of the rockets the gun crew would be 
advised to "fire at will", the rockets would then be fired east 
to west along the north face of Borrego Mountain, CALTECH tracked 
the trajectory of the rockets with theodolite and electronically 
recorded hits. When the rocket landed the fins were recovered 
and the hits were compared with the electronic record. The 
rocket bodies were then left in place. 3.25 Inch Target Rockets 
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were found by the inspection team in an area north of the north 
face of Borrego mountain, with the forward (nose) sections facing 
in a westerly direction. 

(3) Site Inactivation and Disposal 

(a) On 29 May 1944, the Commanding General, Camp 
Callan, California, reported the Borrego Maneuver Area as excess 
to the needs of that command (see document F-5). 

(b) On 13 July 1944, the Commanding General, 
Headquarters, Army ground Forces declared the Borrego Maneuver 
Area as surplus to the requirements of the Army Ground Forces 
(see document F-5). 

(c) On 26 August 1944 the Commanding Officer, 
Headquarters, Camp Callan, based on a 24 August 1944 request for 
confirmation by the Corps of Engineers, San Diego Field Office, 
confirmed the following to be correct (see document F-5) : 

(1) That the Borrego Maneuver Area has been 
vacated and will not be used again. 

(2) That all installations including warning 
signs have been removed from the property. 

(3) That the entire area has been policed; 
and, to the best of their knowledge and belief, there exists no 
hazards such as unexploded shells or ammunition of any kind 
placed upon or left upon the premises by their command. 

(d) Also on 26 August 1944 the Commanding Officer, 
Headquarters, Camp Callan, notified the Corps of Engineers, San 
Diego Field Office, that considerable Naval target practice on 
Borrego Maneuver Area lands has occurred since Army termination 
of activities, and the Navy should be further contacted prior to 
property release (see document F-5). 

(e) On 22 September 1944, the War Department, 
Office of Pacific Division Engineer, requested information 
regarding Naval usage and contamination of Borrego Maneuver Area 
lands from the Commandant, llth Naval District. Naval response 
to this request on 22 September and 7 October 1944 stated that 
target areas utilized/contaminated by the Navy within the Borrego 
Maneuver Area lands are owned or under the jurisdiction of the 
Navy (Clark's Dry Lake and Borrego Wash) and will continue to be 
used by the Navy Department. Also stipulated was the fact that 
the subject Army maneuver area was not required for Naval use 
(see document F-5). 
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(f) Although a permit termination document could 
not be found releasing the Borrego Maneuver Area back to the 
State of California, it is believed to have occurred following 
Naval response to the Division Engineer on 7 October 1944 (see 
document F-5). 

(4) Post Range Disposal Activity and Use 

The former Borrego Maneuver Area lands have 
consistently, since site closure, been under state, federal, and 
private ownership, with the predominant portion utilized by the 
State of California as state park land. Usage is expected to 
remain consistent in the future. 

b. Ordnance Related Records Review 

(1) Research efforts for the former Borrego Maneuver 
Area began with a thorough review of all reports, historical 
documents and reference materials gathered during the archives 
search. During this review, an effort was made to focus on areas 
of confirmed and/or potential OE presence. 

(2) Several documents were found pertaining to the usage 
of the Borrego Maneuver Area. The following documents verify its 
establishment and operation: 

(a) A training circular from the Headquarters 
Commander of the Southern California Sector of the Western 
Defense Command, dated 20 March 1942, announces the acquisition 
of a 400 square mile desert training area in San Diego and 
Imperial Counties. This area was acquired for maneuvering and 
firing and was titled the Borrego Maneuver Area (see document 
F-l). 

(b) A Land Use Permit, dated 10 March 1942, between 
the War Department and the State of California, gave the United 
States, its troops, and their animals, vehicles and equipment, 
the right at any and all times during the state of emergency of 
that period, to enter, maneuver upon, pass over, fire, and 
bivouac or camp upon a series of land parcels which describes the 
former Borrego Maneuver Area lands (see document G-l). 

(cl An Army Ground Forces Historical Study of the 
Antiaircraft Command and Center, 1946, established that a 
maneuver area for Camp Callan was established in the Borrego 
Desert in September 1943. AAA firing was said to have been 
conducted at this maneuver area, in addition to such firing as 
was conducted at the post reservation firing point in San Diego 
(see document E-2). 
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(d) A memorandum (with enclosures), initiated by the 
Commander of Camp Callan, dated 10 July through 7 October 1944, 
gives .notification of the termination of use of the Borrego 
Maneuver Area by the Antiaircraft Replacement Training Center 
(AARTC) . Additionally specified in the enclosures to this 

document are the following (see documents F-5) : 

(1) That the Borrego Maneuver Area has been 
vacated and abandoned and will not be used again by the AARTC. 

(2) That all installations, including warning 
signs, have been removed from the property. 

(3) That the entire area has been policed and 
that no hazards exist attributed to the usage of ordnance by the 
AARTC. 

(4) That considerable target practice by the 
Navy occurred on Navy procured and controlled lands within the 
confines of the Borrego Maneuver Area. In addition, the Navy had 
no need for lands within the Borrego Maneuver Area, other than 
those procured for Navy use. 

(5) That the Borrego Maneuver Area is 
declared l'Excessl' and ~~Surplus~~ to the requirements of the Army 
Ground Forces. 

(e) A historical study of recent military 
operations in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (1941 to 19591, 
dated 31 October 1991, states the following (see document E-4) : 

(1) The Army acquired 400 square miles of the 
Anza Borrego State Park, an area about equal to the old Borrego 
State Park, for use as a maneuver area. The region, called the 
Borrego Maneuver Area, although having roads built and extensive 
logistical preparations made for it, was probably never used for 
its intended force-on-force exercises. 

(2) Portions of the Borrego Maneuver Area 
were used extensively by antiaircraft gunnery units from Camp 
Callan at Torrey Pines. Following basic weapons training by 
antiaircraft soldiers, they were required to perform two weeks of 
field training prior to being assigned to a battery preparing for 
overseas combat duty. This training occasionally occurred in the 
Borrego Maneuver Area due to saturation of other training areas. 

(3) Some of the training batteries from Camp 
Callan made dry-runs in the Borrego Maneuver Area, then completed 
their field exercises with live firing at the Camp Haan target 
ranges in the Mojave Desert. Dry-run training consisted of the 
repeated set up and tear down of gun emplacements, usually at 
night, with adequate cover and concealment the primary objective 
during setup. During dry-run training batteries of large-caliber 
guns practiced training the gun on high-flying aircraft detected 
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by aural locators and aided at night by searchlight crews. 
Batteries of small-caliber weapons also made dry runs by training 
their guns on low flying aircraft. 

(4) Other training batteries from Camp Callan 
performed both dry-run and live fire training in the Borrego 
Valley. Live fire ranges were north of Clark's Dry Lake, at 
Borrego Mountain, and possibly in the Navy owned (but jointly 
used) Borrego (Military) Wash target area. Known targets 
included high altitude airplane-towed sock targets and unmanned 
OQ-2A radio-controlled target planes (drones). The AA target in 
the Military Wash target area is believed to have been a towed or 
self-propelled target on an extensive track. Drone firing 
occurred east to west along the face of the Santa Rosa or Borrego 
Mountains. The drones were kept sufficiently below the top of 
the mountains to ensure that the trainees, who were firing into 
the mountains, would not shoot over them. 

(5) Rocket scientists from the California 
Institute of Technology (CALTECH), with help from a AAA training 
battalion and drone launching crew from Camp Callan, tested 
experimental target rockets in an area north of Borrego Mountain. 
The testing was an experiment in the radio detection of hits on 
specially developed 3.25" target rockets, utilizing a .30 caliber 
machine gun emplacement with crew which was positioned about 2 
miles from the experimental rocket launch site. Upon ignition of 
the rockets the gun crew would be advised to "fire at will", the 
rockets would then be fired east to west along the north face of 
Borrego Mountain with CALTECH tracking the trajectory of the 
rockets with theodolite and electronically recording hits. When 
the rocket landed the fins were recovered and the hits were 
compared with the electronic record. The inert rocket bodies 
were then left in place. 

(f) Several State Park Service Archeological Site 
Survey Records, 1986 through 1988, describe the remains of World 
War II era observation posts, a floating dock, and target/target 
related features within the former Borrego Maneuver Area. The 
target features are located at former Navy Target areas located 
within the maneuver area, Clarks Dry Lake and Borrego Wash (see 
document E-3). 

(9) Newspaper articles, citing Borrego activities 
of World War II, dated 28 August 1971 and 23 November 1989, 
stated the following (see documents H-l and H-2): 

(1) That after Pearl Harbor, Borrego came 
alive with Army and Marine units. 

(2) The Ensign Ranch was designated a Marine 
outpost to train San Diego Marine Corps recruits slated for the 
duty in Northern Africa (the Ensign Ranch bordered the Borrego 
maneuver Area on the west). The Marines learned to drive under 
desert conditions at night time without lights (black-out 
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conditions). The driver trainees came to the valley in groups of 
100. Every Thursday, the drivers would be given a night-driving 
test. If they passed, they could return to San Diego and 
civilization. 

(3) Army tank destroyer units rolled into the 
valley, presumably from New Mexico. The purpose of their visit 
was not mentioned and is not otherwise historically documented. 

(4) Two Camp Callan antiaircraft units 
additionally trained in the desert each week, followed by clean- 
up squads upon their departure. One article also mentioned a 
searchlight crew presence and their activities at Camp Ensign. 

(5) That P-38 planes were roaring and diving 
overhead on desert practice missions. 

(6) That military service influence expedited 
the completion of Yaqui Pass road. 

(7) That military personnel took over an 
unoccupied family (Laag) homestead in the Borrego Maneuver Area 
near the Borrego Sink. Evidence of military occupation was 
discovered by the family after military departure. 

(8) That the Military (Borrego) Wash area, 
located within the Borrego Maneuver Area, contains shell clips, 
projectiles, the remains of two old bunkers, and a (supposed) 
railway like target system containing ammo crate or ration box 
debris. 

(3) Several documents were discovered which verifies or 
suggests an ordnance or explosives (OE) usage/presence on the 
former Borrego Maneuver Area: 

(a) An Explosive Ordnance Disposal Explosive 
Incident Report, dated 11 March 1994, reports the discovery and 
destruction of a 40mm MKl high explosive incendiary projectile 
with tracer at the Palo Verde Wash of the Anza Borrego State 
Park. The park point of contact listed on the report, Ranger J. 
Meier, further described the location to be at the intersection 
of Palo Verde Wash and Short Wash (see documents D-l, D-5, E-5, 
I-11, and plate 5). 

(b) An Army Ground Forces Historical Study of the 
Antiaircraft Command and Center, 1946, stated the following 
(see document E-2): 

Borrego Maneuver Ar% 
That AAA firing was conducted in the 
in addition to such firing as was 

conducted at the Camp'Callan post reservation firing point in San 
Diego. 
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(2) For carrying out the secondary mission of 
antiaircraft artillery, anti-mechanized artillery, the 90mm AA 
Gun, 40mm, and other automatic weapons of the AAA are capable of 
firing upon ground as well as air targets. To accomplish this 
mission/training, anti-mechanized ranges were built and utilized 
in all of the AAA training centers. At certain specified 
installations, targets mounted on power operated or winch drawn 
cars on a defilated track were utilized for this purpose. At 
other specified installations, targets built on sleds and towed 
by distant vehicles were used. Although not mentioned as one of 
the target locations in the historical document, a 1 mile long 
wooden track matching this description was found in the Naval 
Military Wash target area by the inspection team . 

(3) That special training aids and devices 
were used for the training AAA troops. The OQ type target plane, 
said to have been utilized in the Borrego Maneuver Area by other 
source documents, was used as a target for automatic weapons fire 
(.30 and . 50 caliber, and the 40mm automatic carriage which was 
standardized after termination of operations in Borrego) service 
practice. This was a small motor-operated plane which is put in 
flight by a catapult and controlled by radio from the ground. 

(d) A historical study of recent military 
operations in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (1941 to 19591, 
dated 31 October 1991, stated the following (see document E-4) : 

(1) That only lighter Army antiaircraft 
weapons from Camp Callan (.30-caliber to 40mm) fired live 
ammunition in the valley during live fire training. Guns for 
larger ammunition (above 40mm) fired only at Camp Haan. 40mm 
fire is said to have occurred only at Borrego Mountain. 

(2) That CALTECH conducted experiments at the 
north face of the Borrego Mountain utilizing 3.25" target 
practice rockets fired upon by Camp Callan .30 caliber machine 
guns. These target rockets consist of a motor, motor extension, 
nose, and three plywood fins. The only energetic materials 
contained within these rockets are rocket motor propellant 
(solvent-extruded double base powder), an electrical squib to 
ignite the propellant, and a pyrotechnic flare (some models). 
The maximum speed of these rockets is 425 miles per hour with a 
maximum range of 5000 feet. 

(5) A few documents were located which suggested or 
confirmed a Navy or Marine target presence (with associated OE 
usage) within the boundaries of, but not associated with, the 
Borrego Maneuver Area: 

(a) A San Diego Naval Air Station memorandum 
specifying Navy operating areas in the Borrego and Imperial 
valleys, dated 13 March 1941, show two Naval areas to be present 
and operational within the Borrego Maneuver Area site boundary, 
before the establishment of the Borrego Maneuver Area. These 
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sites were the Clarks Dry lake, leased by the Navy and containing 
an airfield and horizontal bombing target, and the Borrego Wash, 
leased by the Navy and containing a horizontal bombing target 
only (see document F-6) 

(b) An llth Naval District memorandum endorsement 
concerning Navy operating areas in the Borrego and Imperial 
valleys, dated 28 March 1941, recommends the acquisition of the 
Areas in the Borrego and Imperial valleys for use as an 
antiaircraft and artillery range for Marine Corps Combat firing 
(see document F-7). 

(cl An llth Naval District circular letter 
concerning bombing targets in the Southern California Sector of 
the Western Sea Frontier, dated 24 August 1944, displays a target 
to exist at the Borrego Wash and Clarks Dry Lake sites. The 
Borrego Wash target consisted of concentric circles with an 
adjacent airplane silhouette and was designated for high altitude 
and dive bombing with "practice bombs and strafe". The Clarks 
Dry Lake target consisted of concentric circles with a simulated 
submarine and was designated for high altitude and dive bombing 
with "practice bombs and strafe" (see document F-8). 

(d) A historical study of recent military 
operations in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (1941 to 19591, 
dated 31 October 1991, describes the establishment, activity, and 
remaining features of two Naval target areas (Clarks Dry Lake and 
Military Wash) located within, but not directly associated with, 
the former (Army) Borrego Maneuver Area (see document E-4). 

(6) A couple of documents were located which suggest 
a joint Army/Navy ordnance usage on the Borrego Wash Naval Target 
Area: 

(a) An llth Naval District Joint Operations Center 
memorandum of the Western Defense Command-Western Sea Frontier, 
dated 1 September 1943, discusses the policy for joint use and 
control of Army/Navy land and sea training areas of the Army 
Southern California Sector, Western Defense Command, and the Navy 
Southern Sector, Western Sea Frontier (see document F-2). 

(b) A Naval Air Control Center, Southern Sector, 
Western Sea Frontier memorandum and chart, dated 21 November 
1943, discusses and provides an overlay grid for joint use 
coordination of sea and air training areas within the Southern 
Sector, Western Sea Frontier, with the Borrego Maneuver Area 
displayed to be a part of the eLL1' section of training airspace 
(see document F-3). 

(c) A Naval Air Control Center, Southern Sector, 
Western Sea Frontier memorandum, dated 3 June 1944, cites an 
installation, within the Borrego Area, which was defined as a 
danger area on 11 October 43 to be used by the AAPTC, Camp 
Callan. This area was to be used for the firing of AA weapons, 
subject to Navy Jurisdiction over the areas and coordination 
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through the Joint Operations Center, San Diego. This area is 
believed to be the Naval Borrego Wash target area located within 
the Borrego Maneuver Area (see document F-4). 

c. Interviews with Site Related Personnel 

(1) Several persons were interviewed that were able to 
provide general OE related information of the Borrego Maneuver 
Area site. 

(2) SGT Grayson has been a member of the San Diego 
County Sheriff's Department Arson/Explosives Unit for 20 years, 
and is the chairman of all Military/Civilian Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal (EOD) activity in the County. His organization is 
presumably notified of all ordnance/explosive incidents which 
occur/arise in San Diego County. His organization also supported 
Imperial County until three years ago. SGT Grayson is aware of 
ordnance activity in the Anza Borrego State Park (a portion of 
which the former Army Borrego Maneuver Area and a couple of other 
Navy targets were located, predominately on or originating from 
the Carrizo Impact area, and in the Chocolate Mountains (see 
document I-l). 

(3) SFC Rodriguez, SSG Thompson, SSG Wilson, and SPC 
Knowles are all members of the 70th Ordnance Company (Explosive 
Ordnance Disposal) stationed at the Naval Sub Base in San Diego, 
California. They surveyed/reviewed all OE related incident 
reports, journals, and activity report files of their 
organization (dating from 1992 to present) to determine if an OE 
related incident response occurred to the Anza-Borrego Desert 
State Park area of San Diego County, specifically the former 
Borrego Maneuver Area, which is in their area of operations. Two 
incident (11 March 1994 and 29 December 1996) responses occurred 
which were within the former Borrego Maneuver Area boundary. One 
incident occurred in the Palo Verde Wash Area of the Desert State 
Park. The incident item discovered/destroyed was a 40MM MKl WWII 
high explosive projectile. The second incident occurred in the 
Borrego (Military) Wash area. Incident items discovered and 
destroyed were two 5" high explosive rockets. This area is a 
separate former Naval Bombing Target located within (but not 
associated with) the former Army Borrego Manuever Area. All 
other 'incident responses involved response to the Carrizo Impact 
Area, which is part of the Anza-Borrego State Park but not 
associated with or near the aforementioned project area (see 
document I-2). 

(4) Steve Sawyer has been an investigator with the 
Borrego Springs Fire Department Arson/Bomb Unit for 14 years, but 
has visited the Borrego Springs area for the past 19 years. His 
organization is normally called for assistance for all ordnance 
and explosive incidents in the Borrego Springs, Anza Borrego 
State Park, and Ocotillo Wells vicinity. Mr. Sawyer had 
knowledge of previous OE and range activity within the land area 
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comprising the former Borrego Maneuver Area. The areas which Mr. 
Sawyer cited were the Clarks Dry Lake and Borrego (Military) Wash 
areas, which were former Navy target areas within, but not 
associated with, the former Army maneuver area. Mr. Sawyer 
stated that two 5" high explosive rockets were found on 29 
December 1996 in the Military Wash area and destroyed by Army 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal personnel. Other items commonly 
found in the Military Wash area are 3 pound MK23 practice bombs 
(devoid of spotting charges), 20mm projectiles, and .50 caliber 

bullets. MK 23 practice bombs have also been discovered in 
downtown Borrego Springs by a realtor and in the Fonts Point area 
(1) by paleontologists. Other military improvements found at 
Clarks Dry Lake and Military Wash target areas are "rake" 
(spotting) stations. Mr. Sawyer has also discovered practice 
rocket debris in the vicinity of Borrego Wash where it merges 
with San Felipe Wash. Mr. Sawyer hikes and explores the desert 
as a hobby. During the week of 2-7 March 1997, Mr. Sawyer and a 
friend hiked, explored, and searched the west butte of the north 
face of Borrego Mountain and a 2 square kilometer area around the 
Short Wash area which is north and in the expected firing fan of 
suspected Army AA firing into the Naval Borrego (Military) Wash 
target area. During this expedition, along with numerous 
previous expeditions, he did not discover any OE related areas or 
debris other than those previously stated. Mr. Sawyer is not 
aware of any incidents or accidents resulting from OE remaining 
in the area or of any form of CWM training or usage (see 
document I-3). 

(5) Sheriff's Deputies Hahn and McKenna have been 
members of the San Diego County Rural Enforcement Division, 
Borregp Springs Office, for 6 and 17 years, respectively. Their 
area of operations include the Borrego Springs and Ocotillo Wells 
areas. Deputies Hahn and McKenna are aware of former range/OE 
activity on or near former Borrego Maneuver Area lands. Deputy 
Hahn is aware of a MK23 3 pound practice bomb discovery in the 
Naval Borrego (Military) Wash area around three years ago. He 
also believes that trees were fired upon by the military in the 5 
Palms area of the park, which was also within the boundary of the 
former maneuver area. Deputy McKenna has only received two or 
three OE related calls since his employment in the area, all 
associated with the Carrizo Impact Area, which is within the 
current park boundaries, but substantially south of the former 
Borrego Maneuver Area lands. Neither individual is aware of any 
incidents or accidents resulting from OE remaining in the area or 
of any form of CWM training or usage in the area. The 5 Palms 
tree allegation was investigated by inspection team and park 
personnel and found to be some form of tree borer (insect) 
activity, not ordnance related (see documents I-4 and I-12) 

(6) Nancy Ellis, a lifetime local resident of the, 
Borrego Springs area, is aware of 1940-1945 military activity 
within the former Naval Clarks Dry Lake Bombing Target and 
Emergency Landing Field, located within the former Borrego 
Maneuver Area. Ms. Ellis stated that planes dropped bombs from a 
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low altitude, bombing from east to west, at white round target 
circles. Planes also strafed the target area with small arms 
ammunition. She recalls seeing small practice bombs and .50 
caliber ammunition in the area following range usage. Ms. Ellis 
recalled an incident in which their homestead, then located 1 
mile north of the target area, was accidently strafed with small 
arms ammunition causing her irate father to complain to military 
authorities. Ms. Ellis also recalls seeing what she believed 
were tank tracks in that area during that period, but never 
encountered tanks, troops or troop maneuvers, artillery pieces, 
or artillery ammunition in that area. Ms. Ellis, although 
selling a good portion of the family homestead land to the State 
Park, still retains and lives on a 40 acre parcel of land 
slightly west of Clarks Dry Lake (see document I-5). 

(7) Fred Jee is the Supervising Park Ranger for the 
California Park Service at the Anza Borrego Desert State Park. 
He began employment as a Ranger in the Borrego Springs area for 
the park service in 1975. Mr. Jee is familiar with evidence of 
former military activity within the former Borrego Maneuver area, 
due to the fact that it is part of the State Park which he has 
patrolled a good portion of. Mr. Jee stated that there were 
former ranges/impact areas at the Clarks Dry Lake and Borrego 
(Military) Wash areas of the park. Ordnance items can still be 
found in these areas. The only other evidence of prior military 
use in the park consists of a fallen metallic platform located in 
Fault Wash, believed to have been an observation post for 
Military Wash. In addition, rake stations are present at both 
Clarks Dry Lake and the Military Wash areas. The only 
incident/accident, to Mr. Jee's knowledge, resulting from a 
remaining ordnance presence in the area occurred in 1959. Deaths 
occurred in the Carrizo Impact Area which is south and not 
related to the former maneuver area (see document I-6). 

(8) Mark Jorgensen is a Park Ranger and Ecologist for 
the California Park Service at the Anza Borrego Desert State 
Park. He began employment as a Ranger in that area in 1972, but 
began playing in and exploring the area in 1963. Mr. Jorgensen 
is familiar with other past military activity in the area. Mr. 
Jorgensen remembers the discovery of what was believed to be 
155mm shot rounds in 1969 around the Yaqui Pass. Also, a case of 
dynamite was discovered in the vicinity of Clarks Dry Lake around 
1970. Mr. Jorgensen also stated that Chuck Gatti, an old Park 
Ranger now deceased, once told him that artillery emplacements 
were once present in the Borrego Sink area, with a firing 
destination believed to be northward towards Clarks Dry Lake. 
Mr. Gatti also stated that shrapnel could be found all over the 
badlands. Another oldtimer, Merle Beckman, once told Mr. 
Jorgensen that strafing occurred into the 1950's at the Military 
Wash Area. Footlockers were placed in line at that location for 
strafing fire. Mr. Jorgensen stated that he is not aware of any 
incidents/accidents resulting from ordnance remaining on or 
removed from the subject sites. Also, he has never heard rumor of 
CWM training or activities in the area (see document I-7). 
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(9) Kenneth Smith was a Park Ranger for the California 
Park Service at the Anza Borrego Desert State Park from 1978-91, 
and has knowledge of past military activity in the area. Mr. 
Smith remembers the discovery of what was believed to be a high 
explosive bomb in the 17 Palms area of the park at an unknown 
date. Also, military explosives were found in the vicinity of 
the Military Wash area at an unknown date. Mr. Smith is not 
aware of any incidents/accidents resulting from ordnance 
remaining on or removed from the subject site. In addition he 
has never heard rumor of CWM training or activities in the area. 
(see document I-8). 

(10) Manford Knack has been an Archaeologist for the 
California Park Service, assigned to the Anza Borrego Desert 
State Park since 1972, and has knowledge of previous military 
activity in the former Borrego Maneuver area. Mr. Knack knows of 
the presence of ordnance in the Military Wash area. Mr. Knack 
has discovered military communications wire in the Yaqui pass 
area. Mr. Knack also has discovered evidence of former military 
activity in the Coyote Canyon, Rock House Canyon, and Font's 
Point areas, none of which was ordnance related (see document 
I-9). 

(11) David Ragsdill has been a local resident for 6 years 
with an interest in military and Anza-Borrego Park history. In 
addition, Mr. Ragsdill is an engineer representing a company 
engaged in hot well boring activities in the area. Mr. Ragsdill 
knows of the presence of ordnance, rake stations, a concentric 
circle target, and plane crash debris in the Clarks Dry Lake 
area. Mr. Ragsdill stated that an old timer (Mr. Duvall) once 
told him that artillery fire occurred from Rams Hill towards 
Borrego Sink, that tanks maneuvered through Borrego, and that 
tank fire occurred from Camp Ensign eastward. Mr. Ragsdill also 
stated that he has heard that tanks maneuvered in the Little 
Clark's Lake area and in the foothill's of the Santa Rosa's. Mr. 
Ragsdill stated that he once located bomb fragments, buried 
vehicles, and a (shot-up) surface vehicle near Rock House Canyon 
Road. Mr. Ragsdill escorted the site inspection team to this 
area, but failed to re-locate the stated items. Mr. Ragsdill 
stated that he is not aware of any incidents or accidents 
resulting from ordnance remaining on or removed from the subject 
sites nor has he ever found evidence or heard rumor of CWM 
training or activity in the area (see document I-10). 

(12) Jim Meiers has been a Ranger for the California 
Park Service since 1980, assigned to the Anza Borrego Desert 
State Park. Mr. Meiers current patrol area covers a good portion 
of the former maneuver area, where he often takes visitors on 
guided tours. Mr. Meiers knows of an ordnance presence in the 
Military Wash and Clarks Dry Lake area. Mr. Meiers has also 
discovered 40mm projectiles in the Palo Verde Wash areas and the 
17 Palms area. The Palo Verde Wash 40mm was reported to 
authorities and destroyed by Army Explosive Ordnance disposal 
personnel on 11 March 1994. This was a 40mm high explosive round 
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and the actual location was at the intersection of Palo Verde 
Wash and Short Wash. The other 40mm projectile is located 1 to 
1.5 miles west of the 17 Palms area. Mr. Meiers believes that he 
would be unable to pinpoint the exact location of the projectile 
for destruction. Mr. Meiers is not aware of any incidents or 
accidents resulting from ordnance remaining on or removed from 
the subject property nor has he ever found evidence or heard 
rumor of CWM training or activities (see document I-11). 

(13) Bruce Tinknell is a retired Army Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal (EOD) Technician who had been stationed with the 70th 
Ordnance Detachment (EOD) (now 70th Ordnance Company) in San 
Diego from 1975-1987. The 70thI s area of responsibility included 
the project area. Mr. Tinknell stated that he responded to an 
incident involving the discovery of three 100 pound photoflash 
bombs in the Military Wash portion of the former maneuver area. 
He could not recall the date of the incident, but he did recall 
that the bombs were destroyed. Mr. Tinknell responded to the 
Military Wash area on another unknown date after the discovery of 
a 5" rocket, believed to have been of the high explosive variety. 
Explosive disruption of this item revealed that it was a wax 
filled practice rocket. Mr. Tinknell stated that additional 
responses to the Anza Borrego region were numerous; items often 
appeared after rain moved through washes; but most of the 
responses were believed to have been attributed to operations in 
the Carrizo Impact area, south of the subject sites. Mr. 
Tinknell stated that he is not aware of any incidents or 
accidents resulting from ordnance remaining on or removed from 
the subject property nor has ever found evidence or heard rumor 
of CWM training or activities (see document I-13). 

(14) David Rock lived in the Borrego Springs area from 
the mid 1930's to late 1940's on property that his father 
homesteaded 1 mile north of Clarks Dry Lake. During the period 
of 1940-1944, the family did not actually live on the property 
but visited there most weekends. Mr. Rock stated that Navy 
Corsairs often bombed and strafed a concentric circle stone 
target on Clark's Dry Lake. The ordnance fired/dropped from 
these aircraft consisted of . 30 and .50 caliber ammunition and 3 
pound practice bombs containing a spotting charge resembling a 10 
gauge shotgun shell. Mr. Rock stated that he could actually 
watch the ordnance activity from their property. The planes 
would sometimes come in from the southeast and dive bomb and 
strafe the targets from the east. Never did the bombs create a 
loud npise or earth shock, just a puff of spotting smoke. 
Sometimes, though, the planes would come in from the south and 
fire into the Santa Rosa's. One time the planes accidentally 
shot up their barn with small arm's fire. Mr. Rock stated that 
the practice bombs were only found in the target area, some 
intact and some broken, and were often removed as souvenirs. Mr. 
Rock stated that some of the bombs removed still had intact 
spotting charges. Although never removing any bombs himself, his 
cousin, now deceased, often removed them for his collection. 
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Also in his collection was a 155mm projectile (devoid of fuze) 
containing lead shot, the location discovered and it's present 
location are unknown. Mr. Rock stated that he is not aware of 
any incidents or accidents resulting from ordnance remaining on 
or removed from the subject sites nor has he ever observed or 
heard rumor of CWM training or activities in the area. Mr. Rock 
stated that the only other evidence of military operations in the 
park, that he discovered, were tank tracks in the vicinity of 
Clark's Dry Lake. Never did he actually see tank, artillery, or 
ground troop activity in the area. In addition, Mr. Rock 
clarified the families dislocation from the area from 1940-1944. 
He stated that it was family motivated, not government mandated, 
that's why they were able to return on weekends (see document I- 
14). 

(15) Andy Yatsko was a soldier stationed at Camp Callan 
from 1942 until 1946, who participated in maneuvers in the 
Borrego Maneuver Area. Camp Callan was a station which used the 
Borrego Maneuver area periodically for desert operations and 
antiaircraft weapons firing. Mr. Yatsko stated that he was a 
Chaplains Assistant, and on several occasions, was required to 
drive his assigned chaplain in a staff car to the Borrego 
Maneuver Area when a Battery/Battalion (consisting of 
approximately 1000 men) were engaged in desert training 
operations in preparation for overseas desert combat. Training 
units would go to the maneuver area during all seasons of the 
year, although he and his chaplain were not required to accompany 
each contingent of desert training troops. Each maneuver was 
seven to ten days in length. He would drive the staff car in a 
convoy, taking a full day to arrive to the maneuver area. Upon 
arrival, the headquarters assigned soldiers (including himself) 
would set up tents in Camp Ensign near the date palm trees. 
Sometimes in the winter, certain soldiers (to include himself) 
would sleep in foxholes at that location to stay warm. The AA 
field soldiers would set up camp east of Camp Ensign and North of 
Route 78, digging in and camouflaging their positions, guns, and 
equipment. The guns the AA troops brought and fired in the 
Borrego Maneuver area were of the .30 Cal,.50 Cal, 40mm, and 90mm 
varieties. Mr. Yatsko could not recall the actual location of 
the firing point(s), he did know, though, that the direction of 
fire was northeast, presumably towards the Santa Rosa Mountains. 
Targets fired upon included rocket targets, drone airplanes, and 
aircraft towed targets. Rocket targets were fired up a 
searchlight beam. Mr. Yatsko stated that no other ground 
maneuvers from other services or organizations occurred while 
Camp Callan soldiers were present in the area. Navy Corsairs, 
though, did bomb a position also northeast of their location 
while they were present. The planes would come in low overhead 
and horizontal or skip bomb with practice bombs, never did he 
hear a detonation after bomb impact. Mr. Yatsko stated that 
155mm firing never occurred in the Borrego Maneuver area to his 
knowledge, 155mm fire only occurred at Camp Callan into the 
ocean. Mr. Yatsko stated that no ordnance clearance activity was 
ever conducted anywhere on the Borrego Maneuver area to the best 
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of his knowledge. Mr. Yatsko stated that CWM training was never 
conducted in the Borrego Maneuver Area to the best of his 
knowle'dge, strictly at Camp Callan in the gas chamber,'with tear 
agent utilized. Mr. Yatsko stated that tanks were nut present in 
the maneuver area while Camp Callan troops were training, 
although Camp Callan troops did bring some half-track vehicles. 
Mr. Yatsko has never heard of any incidents or accidents 
resulting from ordnance fire or as a result of ordnance remaining 
in the area after firing operations were concluded. Mr. Yatsko 
stated that, contrary to popular belief, General Patton and his 
troops never trained in the Borrego Maneuver Area, solely in the 
vast Mohave Desert Maneuver area (see document I-15). 

(16) Homer Townsend was the Head Ranger for the Anza- 
Borrego Desert State Park from 1991 to 1996. In addition, he was 
the Chief Ranger for the Ocotillo State Off-Road Park, located 
east of the current Anza-Borrego Desert State Park and within the 
former project area, from 1983 until 1985. Mr. Townsend knew of 
a Naval ordnance presence in the Military Wash and Clarks Dry 
Lake areas of the former maneuver area. Mr. Townsend has also 
stated that Mr. Meiers, a Ranger of the Anza Borrego State Park, 
discovered a 40mm projectile in the Short Wash area north of 
Military Wash a few years ago. Mr. Townsend stated that he also 
heard rumor that artillery fire occurred over the badlands 
towards Clarks Dry Lake. Mr. Townsend stated that he is not 
aware of any incidents/accidents resulting from ordnance 
remaining on or removed from the subject sites nor has he found 
evidence of or heard rumor of CWM training or activities in the 
area (see document I-16). 

(17) Bob Begole has been an Archaeologist for the 
California Park Service for a number of years, working in the 
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, and is familiar with evidence of 
former military activity in the former Borrego Maneuver area. 
Mr. Begole found an observation post with ration cans in the 
Yaqui Pass area. Additionally found in this area was a telephone 
line extending towards Borrego Springs. Mr. Begole knows of an 
naval ordnance presence in the Military Wash and Clarks Dry Lake 
areas. Mr. Begole stated that he has extensively walked the 
Borrego Mountains, the Santa Rosa Mountains, and the majority of 
the former maneuver area acreage, never discovering any other 
military ordnance or artifacts. In conclusion, Mr. Begole stated 
that he is not aware of any incidents or accidents resulting from 
ordnance remaining on or removed from the subject property nor 
has he ever found evidence or heard rumor of CWM training or 
activities (see document I-17). 

(18) Willard Henry has been a local resident since 1955 
with an interest in military activity/artifacts. Mr. Henry knows 
of a Naval ordnance presence in the Military Wash and Clarks Dry 
Lake areas. Mr. Henry also located concrete foundation remains 
and a 500 gallon propane tank north of the Borrego Sink, an area 
he believes to have been associated with military activity 
(possibly from a former firing point, the propane tank no longer 
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remains). Mr. Henry stated that he has scoured a good portion of 
the former Borrego Maneuver area acreage in search of artifacts 
since 1955, but never has discovered any projectiles, other 
ordnance, or firing/impact areas in areas other than those 
previously mentioned. Mr. Henry is not aware of any incidents or 
accidents resulting from ordnance remaining on or removed from 
the subject sites nor has he ever found evidence or heard rumor 
of CWM training or activities in the area (see document I-18). 

(19) Al McLeary has been a Ranger for the Ocotillo State 
Off Road Park for over 20 years, a position he filled following 
his Navy retirement. The Anza Borrego Desert State Park area 
north of Route 78 and the Ocotillo State Park were included as 
part of the former Borrego Maneuver Area. Mr. McLeary knows of a 
Naval ordnance presence in the Military Wash and Clarks Dry Lake 
area. Mr. McLeary is also aware of an extensive ordnance 
presence in the Carrizo Impact Area, which is south and not 
associated with the project site. Mr. McLeary is not aware of 
any incidents or accidents resulting from ordnance remaining on 
or removed from the subject site nor has he has found evidence of 
or heard rumor of CWM training or activities in the area (see 
document I-19). 

(20) Sam Fortiner has been a local resident since 1947, 
but began visiting the Borrego Springs area around 1945/1946. 
Mr. Fortiner is familiar with evidence of previous military 
activity in the former Borrego Maneuver Area. Mr. Fortiner knows 
of a Naval ordnance presence in the Clarks Dry Lake area. 
Ordnance in the form of . 50 caliber bullets and little smoke 
bombs were dropped/fired into Clark's Dry Lake by Navy Planes. 
Mr. Fortiner also located military slit trenches east of the 
churches located in Borrego near Warners Hot Spring. Mr. 
Fortiner stated that he never heard or found evidence of tank 
maneuvers occurring anywhere in the area. Mr. Fortiner stated 
that he had talked considerably to the locals of that time that 
would have had the most contact with military personnel (Tom 
Davis who had a house on Camp Ensign, Eddie Duvall of the General 
Store/Post Office, and Mr. Ensign who owned the Camp Ensign 
Property). Never had they discussed a knowledge of Antiaircraft 
Artillery fire in the area. In conclusion, Mr. Fortiner stated 
that he is not aware of any incidents or accidents resulting from 
ordnance remaining on or removed from the subject sites nor has 
he ever found evidence or heard rumor of CWM training or 
activities in the area (see document I-20). 

(21) Denny Duvall has been a local resident all of his 
life, and was a young boy living in the area at the beginning of 
WWII. His father (now deceased) owned the Borrego Springs 
general store/post office during military activities in the area 
during that era, and he and his family lived across the street 
from his father's establishment. Mr. Duvall recalls seeing Half 
Tracks, Jeeps, 6 X 6 vehicles, and a small "Banning" Tank in the 
area during that period, never any larger tanks. In fact, he was 
given a ride in the Banning Tank. Mr. Duvall recalls that his 
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father had some ordnance on display in the store/home at that 
time. He had several 6-8 inch diameter projectiles, about 17 
inches long, some were empty and some filled with steel 
shot/balls (believed to be 155mm shot rounds). He also had a 
couple‘ of 3 pound practice bombs on display which had been 
cleaned and plated. The location where these ordnance items were 
recovered or their present location is unknown. All the 
projectiles were devoid of fuzes. Mr. Duvall stated that all the 
soldiers he encountered were Army soldiers who often ate 
breakfast cooked by his mom at the store. The soldiers camped in 
the former Borrego Maneuver Area, both north of Clark's Valley 
and east of the store in the Borrego Sink area, and were being 
familiarized in desert operations for future wartime service in 
Africa. Mr. Duvall knows of a Naval ordnance presence in the 
Clarks Dry Lake area. Mr. Duvall stated that he has explored a 
good portion of the Maneuver Area in the last few years and has 
not discovered any other evidence of military activity. He 
believes a good deal of ordnance remaining after the military 
usage period has been removed by a multitude of people who visit 
the park. Mr. Duvall stated that he is not aware of any 
incidents or accidents resulting from ordnance remaining on or 
removed from the subject site nor has he ever witnessed, found 
evidence, or heard rumor of CWM training or activities in the 
area (see document I-21). 

5. SITE ELIGIBILITY 

a. Confirmed Formerly Used Defense Site 

(1) Former land usage of the Borrego Maneuver Area has 
been confirmed and summarized in the COE Findings and 
Determination of Eligibility (see document E-l). The Borrego 
Maneuver Area, located near Borrego Springs, California, was used 
primarily as a Antaircraft Artillery desert training area for the 
AARTC at Camp Callan. 

(2) By 1944 all acreage that had been acquired by the 
Army through use permit was returned to the State of California. 
Today, no ownership of the former Borrego Maneuver Area remains 
with the Department of Defense (DOD). 

b. Potential Formerly Used Defense Sites 

Two sites were discussed in the INPR (Borrego Springs, 
Site Number J09CA701300), Clarks Dry Lake and the Borrego 
(Military) Wash, but do not appear to currently exist as OE 
projects although included in the FDE. During the site 
inspection for this site, both of these areas were additionally 
visited and were found to possess a slight/moderate OE presence, 
respectively. The Naval operated Borrego (Military) Wash area 
was also found to contain an additional Army associated 
contamination presence based on the findings of this 
investigation. Further inquiry revealed that both of these areas 
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are in the preliminary stages of separate investigations (INPR) 
and do not possess a signed FDE as of yet. Since these sights 
were inspected during this investigation, were found to contain 
an OE presence, and have been further analyzed/described later in 
this report, it would be prudent to include additional area 
acreage with report FDE acres and terminate any further 
investigative actions. 

6. VISUAL SITE INSPECTION 

a. General Procedures and Safety 

(1) During the period of 24 to 30 January 1997, members 
of the Assessment Team, Mr. Nick Iaiennaro and Mr. Chris Churney, 
accompanied by the Borrego Springs Fire Department Bomb/Arson 
Investigator Steve Sawyer, visited the former Borrego Maneuver 
Area near Borrego Springs, California. The primary task of the 
team was to assess potential OE presence and usage of the site as 
a Naval horizontal/dive bombing target. The site inspection was 
limited to non-intrusive methods; i.e. subsurface sampling was 
not authorized nor performed. 

(2) Real estate rights-of-entry were not obtained by the 
team due to the willingness of state representatives to allow the 
team to visit the property. Representatives were briefed on the 
non-intrusive nature of the inspection and the safety measures 
used by the inspection team. 

(3) A site safety plan was developed and utilized by the 
assessment team to assure safety from injury during the site 
inspection of the area (reference B-4). Prior to the inspection, 
a briefing was conducted which stressed that OE should only be 
handled by military EOD personnel. 

(4) Prior to the site visit, a thorough review of all 
available reports, historical documents, texts, and technical 
ordnance reference materials gathered during the historical 
records search was made to ensure awareness of potential ordnance 
types ,and associated hazards. 

b. Area A-l: Mechanized Artillery Range Impact Area 

(1) This area consists of approximately 2,085.OO acres 
of flat and sparsely vegetated desert land, which served as a 
portion of the firing fan of a Army Mechanized Artillery Practice 
Fire Range. 

(2) The sparse vegetation found in this area exists 
predominately in the form of several plant types being Sweet 
Bush, Brittle Bush, Creosote Bush, Burrow Bush, Dyeweed, Pencil 
Cholla, Buckhorn, Krameria, Croton, and Ocotillo. 
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(3) A review of historical documents and interview 
information revealed the discovery of two 40mm high explosive 
projectiles in this area, with one of the two destroyed by Army 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal personnel. The projectile destroyed, 
identified as a 40mm MKl, is identical to the 40mm MK2 and may 
have been misidentified because the MK2 version would have been 
fired by the Army. The second projectile could not be located 
for disposal after initial discovery by park personnel and still 
remains (see documents D-l, D-5, E-5, I-11 and plates 3 and 5). 

(4) No additional OE evidence was discovered in this 
area during the site inspection by the site inspection team, or 
later, by a member of the Borrego Fire Department (see document 
I-3). 

(5) Historical documents, interviews, and physical 
evidence suggest that the AAARTC at Camp Callan jointly utilized 
the Borrego (Military) Wash Naval target area, adding a Anti- 
Mechanized Target Range to a Naval Bombing, Strafing, and Rocket 
target area, in order to fulfill the secondary mission training 
requirements of that organization. The Borrego Wash area, along 
with Clarks Dry Lake, were Naval target areas within an Army 
Maneuver Area, and are currently under preliminary investigation 
for separate DERP-FUDS projects. Therefore, the actual target 
area and firing point relevant to this area are being identified 
and described in this section, although not a part of this 
project or project area. The target area and firing point 
actually fall within the confines of Area E-l (Naval Impact 
Areas, Borrego Wash) described later in this document (see 
documents E-l, E-2, E-4, F-2, F-3, F-4, F-6, F-8, I-6, and plates 
2, 3, 4, and 5). 

(6) A site examination by the inspection team revealed 
additional evidence remaining in the Borrego Wash area to further 
substantiate Army Antiaircraft Artillery firing activity relevant 
to this area as follows: 

(a) A one mile long wooden track/bed, extending 
east to west, possibly used to propel or tow a simulated 
mechanized target (see photo J-5 and plate 2). 

(b) A hill/b erm north of the target area, 
approximately 30 to 40 feet high, extending the length of the 
track/bed, apparently present to stop projectiles which missed 
the moving targets (see plate 2). 

(c) The remains of two Antiaircraft related 
expended 40mm MKII high explosive-tracer (shell destroying) 
projectile tracer and ignitor elements were discovered by the 
inspection team amidst Naval ordnance related OE debris in the 
Borrego Wash Area. In addition to 40mm projectiles fired at 
anti-mechanized targets, historical documentation also suggests 
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that 9,Omm projectiles may have been fired into this area, 
although surface evidence was not discovered (see document D-l, 
D-5, E-2, photo J-6, and plate 5). 

C. Area A-2: Mechanized Artillery Range Buffer Zone 

(1) This area consists of approximately 23,852.OO acres 
of flat and sparsely vegetated desert land, which served as a 
portion of the firing (safety) fan of the Army Mechanized 
Artillery Practice Fire Range. 

(2) The sparse vegetation found in this area is 
consistent with the types found/identified in area A-l. 

(3) No historical documentation was located to specify 
military construction or improvement in this area. No military 
construction or improvement was discovered in this area. 

(4) No historical, interview, or physical evidence was 
discovered to substantiate an OE presence in this area (see 
plates 2 and 3). 

d. Area B: Borrego Mountain Automatic Weapons Firing 
Range/kocket Experimental Test Area 

(1) This area consists of approximately 4,450.OO acres 
of predominately flat and sparsely vegetated desert land with a 
firing backdrop extending into the northern foothills and face of 
the Borrego Mountain. 

(2) The sparse types of vegetation found in this area is 
consistent with the types found/identified in area A-l. 

(3) No historical documentation was located to specify 
military construction or improvement in this area. No military 
construction or improvement was discovered in this area. 

(4) The following historical, interview, and physical 
evidence was discovered to substantiate an OE usage/presence in 
this area: 

(a) A historical study of recent military 
operations in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park states that 
training batteries from the AARTC at Camp Callan used live fire 
ranges north of Clark's Dry Lake, at Borrego Mountain, and 
possibly in the Navy owned (but jointly used) Borrego (Military) 
Wash target area. Known targets included unmanned OQ-2A radio- 
controlled target planes (drones). Drone firing occurred east to 
west along the face of the Santa Rosa or Borrego Mountains. The 
drones were kept sufficiently below the top of the mountains to 
ensure that the trainees, who were firing into the mountains, 
would not shoot over them. This study also states that rocket 
scientists from the California Institute of Technology (CALTECH), 
with help from a AAA training battalion . 30 caliber machine gun 
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and drone launching crew from Camp Callan, tested experimental 
target rockets in an area north of Borrego Mountain. Rockets 
tested were left in place after firing/testing (see documents 
D-Z, D-3, D-4, and E-4). 

(b) An Army Ground Forces Historical Study of the 
Antiaircraft Command and Center stated that the OQ type target 
plane was used as a target for automatic weapons (.30 and .50 
caliber) service practice (see document D-4 and E-2). This was a 
small motor-operated plane which is put in flight by a catapult 
and controlled by radio from the ground. A general description 
of this form of target is located in document D-3, although the 
model illustrated is a later (similar) version. 

(c> The site inspection team discovered an area 
north of the Borrego Mountain to contain a small impact area of 7 
3.25 inch target rockets, the points of impact displaying a east 
to west firing pattern. The only energetic items contained 
within the 3.25" target practice rockets are the rocket motor 
propellant and sometimes a tracer element. The rockets found 
were devoid of energetic materials. The approximate maximum 
range for a 3.25 inch target rocket is 5,000 feet (see document 
D-2 and photo J-1) . 

(5) A cursory examination of this area by site 
inspection team personnel revealed an OE presence to exist solely 
in the form of 3.25" target practice rocket debris as previously 
stated. Extensive examination of this area by local government 
employees and citizens has also revealed solely a 3.25 inch 
practice rocket presence in the area, the same area investigated 
by the inspection team (see document D-2, photo J-l, and plates 
2, 3, and 5). 

e. Area C: Santa Rosa Automatic Weapons Firing Range 

(1) This area consists of approximately 5,985.OO acres 
of predominately flat and sparsely vegetated desert land with a 
firing backdrop extending into the southern foothills and face of 
the Santa Rosa Mountains. 

(2) The sparse types of vegetation found in this area is 
consistent with the types found/identified in area A. 

(3) No historical documentation was located to specify 
military construction or improvement in this area. No military 
construction or improvement was discovered in this area. 

(4) The following historical, interview, and physical 
evidence was discovered to substantiate an OE usage/presence in 
this area: 
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(a) A historical study of recent military 
operations in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park states that 
training batteries from the AARTC at Camp Callan used live fire 
ranges north of Clark's Dry Lake, at Borrego Mountain, and 
possibly in the Navy owned (but jointly used) Borrego (Military) 
Wash target area. Known targets included unmanned OQ-2A radio- 
controlled target planes (drones). Drone firing occurred east to 
west along the face of the Santa Rosa or Borrego Mountains. The 
drones were kept sufficiently below the top of the mountains to 
ensure that the trainees, who were firing into the mountains, 
would not shoot over them (see document D-2, D-3, D-4, and E-4). 

(b) An Army Ground Forces Historical Study of the 
Antiaircraft Command and Center stated that the OQ type target 
plane was used as a target for automatic weapons (.30 and .50 
caliber) service practice (see documents D-4 and E-2). This was 
a small motor-operated plane which is put in flight by a catapult 
and controlled by radio from the ground. A general description 
of this form of target is located in document D-3, although the 
model illustrated is a later (similar) version. 

(5) The site inspection team was unable to locate any OE 
evidence in this area. Extensive examination of this area by 
local government employees and citizens has also failed to reveal 
a remaining OE presence (see documents I-3, I-5, I-6, I-10, I-11, 
I-14, I-17, I-18, I-20, I-21, photo J-2 and J-3, and plates 2,3, 
and 5). 

f. Area D: All Other Lands 

(1) This area consists of approximately 206,731.OO acres 
of flat to mountainous sparsely vegetated desert land. 

(2) The sparse types of vegetation found in this area 
are consistent with the types found/identified in area A. 

(3) There is no historical evidence to suggest an OE 
presence in this area. Interview evidence cited solely the 
discovery of a singular MK 23 3 pound practice bomb in the Fonts 
Point area by paleontologists, the item was devoid of energetic 
materials. It is unknown if this item was actually mistakenly 
dropped at that location or removed from a former range area and 
left at that location (see documents D-5 and I-3). 

(4) The inspection team found no evidence of an OE 
presence during a random sampling of this vast sub-site(see photo 
J-4, and plates 2 and 3). 
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g* Area E-l: Naval Impact Areas (within the Borrego Maneuver 
Area) 

(1) This area, which includes the Clarks Dry Lake Target 
Area and Emergency Landing Field and the Borrego (Military Wash) 
Target areas, consists of approximately 8,390.OO acres of 
predominately flat and sparsely vegetated desert land. 

(2) The sparse types of vegetation found in these areas 
are consistent with the types found/identified in area A-l. 

(3) These areas are currently under preliminary 
investigation for separate DERP-FUDS projects, but are included 
for report purposes. This is attributed to the impact they have 
on this report due to their location within the Army maneuver 
area and to a joint Army-Navy usage of the Borrego Wash area. 

(4) Naval target and a small amount of OE debris was 
found in the Clarks Dry Lake Target Area. Naval target or target 
related evidence/debris was found in the form of two rake 
stations and one concentric circle bombing target. The small 
amount of OE debris was found in the form of MK 15MOD3 and M38A2 
100 pound practice bomb and spotting charge debris, MK 23 3 pound 
practice bomb and spotting charge debris, and .50 caliber 
bullets. All of the OE items discovered by the site inspection 
team, with the exception of one, were devoid of energetic 
material. One MK23 3 pound practice bomb containing a spotting 
charge with remaining (exposed) MK4 spotting charge residue 
(smokeless powder/red phosphorus) was discovered and later 
destroyed by local Explosive Ordnance Disposal personnel. 

(5) A considerable amount of surface Naval target and OE 
evidence was discovered in the Borrego Wash area. Naval target 
or target related evidence/debris was found in the form of two 
rake stations, one concentric circle bombing target, and three 
vehicular strafing/rocket targets. OE debris was found in the 
form of 5" high explosive rocket fragments, 2.25" practice 
rockets and related debris, MK 15MOD3 and M38A2 100 pound 
practice bomb and spotting charge debris, MK 23 3 pound practice 
bomb debris, a substantial amount of 20MM M95 and M99 armor 
piercing and target practice projectiles, and a substantial 
amount of .50 caliber bullets. Also, as reported in Area A-l, 
residue of Army ordnance usage was discovered in this area in 
the form of two expended 40mm MKII high explosive-tracer (shell 
destroying) projectile tracer and ignitor elements. All of the 
OE items discovered by the site inspection team were devoid of 
energetic material, however, two 5" high explosive rockets were 
discovered and destroyed in this area in December 1996, 3 M46 
Photoflash bombs were discovered and destroyed at an unknown 
date, and Dynamite (military explosives) were also said to have 
been discovered in this area (see documents D-2, D-4, D-5, I-7, 
E-8, I-8, I-12, plate and photos J-5 through J-18, and plates 2, 
3, and 5). 
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h: Area E-2: Naval Buffer Zones (within the Borrego Maneuver 
Area) 

(1) This area, which includes areas surrounding the 
Clarks Dry Lake Target Area and Emergency Landing Field and the 
Borrego (Military Wash) Target areas, consists of approximately 
8,390.OO acres of predominately flat and sparsely vegetated 
desert land. 

(2) The sparse types of vegetation found in these areas 
are consistent with the types found/identified in area A-l. 

(3) Essentially, these areas depict ordnance error 
zones, areas of sufficient size to account for pilot error/target 
misses. 

(4) No historical documentation was located to specify 
military construction or improvement in these areas, no form of 
construction or improvement was discovered in these areas, and 
no OE evidence was discovered in these areas (see plates 2 and 
3). 

7. EVALUATION OF ORDNANCE HAZARDS 

a. General Procedures 

(1) The site was evaluated to determine confirmed, 
potential, or uncontaminated ordnance presence. 

(2) Confirmed ordnance presence is based on verifiable 
historical record evidence or direct witness of OE items (with 
explosive components and/or inert debris/fragments) since site 
closure. Additional field data is not needed to identify a 
confirmed site. Verifiable historical record evidence is based 
on OE items actually seen on site since site closure and 
authenticated by: historical records (Archive Records, 
Preliminary Assessment Reports, Site Investigation Reports), 
local fire departments and law enforcement agencies/bomb squads, 
military Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Units, newspaper 
articles, photographs, or maps. Direct witness of OE items 
consists of the site inspection team(s) and other credible 
witnesses as determined by the ASR Research Team Leader 
(landowners, on-site workers, soldiers who served there, etc.) 

verifying that they have seen OE presence on the surface or 
subsurface since site closure. 

(3) Potential ordnance presence is based on a lack of 
confirmed OE presence. Potential OE presence is inferred from 
records, present day site features, non-verifiable direct 
witness, or indirect witness. Additional field data is needed to 
confirm potential OE sites. Inference from historical records is 
based on no OE items located on site since site closure and would 
include documentation (records, aerial photographs, maps) 
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indicating possible OE presence derived from common practice in 
production, storage, use, or disposal at that time and from 
records indicating known OE usage. Inference from present day 
site features would be the indication of possible OE presence 
from such obvious features as target circles, depressions, 
mounds/backstops, OB/OD areas/pits, etc. Indirect witness would 
be people who have stated that they have heard of OE presence on 
site (hear-say evidence). 

(4) Uncontaminated ordnance sub-sites are based on a 
lack of confirmed or potential ordnance evidence. There is no 
reasonable evidence, either direct or inferred, to suggest 
present day ordnance presence. Additional field data is not 
needed to assess uncontaminated ordnance sub-sites. 

b. Area A-l: Mechanized Artillery Range Impact Area 

(1) Area A-l is a confirmed area of OE presence. 
Historical documents and interview information reveal that two 
40mm high explosive projectiles were discovered in this area, 
which is down-range from the suspected firing point and target 
track for this area (Area E-l, Borrego Wash) and within the 
ranges firing fan. One of these 40mm projectiles was destroyed, 
another still remains, the exact location unknown. Historical 
evidence was also discovered which suggests a possible 90mm high 
explosive projectile usage/presence in this area (see Area E-l). 

(2) The major hazard(s) expected in this area may be 
present in the form(s) of MKII 40mm and M71 90mm high explosive 
projectiles. 

(3) All OE varieties may be found on the surface or 
subsurface. No other types of ordnance are believed to be 
present in this area, which is supported by historical 
documentation, interview information, and overall site 
inspection. 

C. Area A-2: Mechanized Artillery Range Impact Area 

(1) Area A-2 is a potential area of OE misses due to its 
proximity to Area A-l and its location down range to the 
suspected firing point and target track for this area (located in 
Area E-l, Borrego Wash). 

(2) The major hazard(s) expected in this area may be 
present in the form(s) OF MKII 40mm and M71 90mm high explosive 
projectiles. 
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(3) All OE varieties may be found on the surface (which 
escaped observation by the inspection team) or subsurface. No 
other 'types of ordnance are believed to be present in this area, 
which is supported by historical documentation, interview 
information, and overall site inspection. 

a. Area B: Borrego Mountain Automatic Weapons Firing 
Range/Rocket Experimental Test Area 

Area B is uncontaminated. The team performed a 
substantial surface sampling of this area revealing solely the 
presence of 7 impacted 3.25 inch practice rockets located in a 
tight impact pattern, obviously having achieved maximum flight 
range prior to impact. Although a practice rocket presence was 
discovered, these particular rockets were fired during a closely 
controlled CALTECH experimental rocket program. They are fired 
devoid of hazardous energetic materials other than propellant and 
occasional flare elements, which were found to have been consumed 
in all discovered rockets. No other historical, interview, or 
physical evidence could be found to substantiate remaining 
hazardous OE presence in this area. 

e. Area C: Santa Rosa Automatic Weapons Firing Range 

Area C is considered to be uncontaminated. The site 
inspection team performed a surface visual inspection of this 
area, to the greatest extent possible, without discovering any OE 
items. In addition, no other historical or interview evidence 
could be found to substantiate a remaining hazardous 
in this area. 

OE presence 

f. Area D: All Other Lands 

This area is considered to be uncontaminated. The site 
inspection team performed a surface visual inspection of this 
area, to the greatest extent possible, without discovering any 
items of OE. In addition, no other historical evidence could be 
found to substantiate a remaining hazardous OE presence in this 
area. An interview source did state, however that a singular 
MK23 3 pound practice bomb was discovered, devoid of spotting 
charge, in the Font's Point vicinity of this area by 
paleontologists. It was unknown if this item was accidentally 
dropped in this area or transported from a known impact area. In 
any case, it appears to be an isolated incident, not believed to 
warrant further area remediation consideration. 
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g- Area E-l: Naval Impact Areas (within the Borrego Maneuver 
Area) 

(1) This area, consisting of the Clarks Dry Lake Target 
Area and Emergency Landing Field and the Borrego (Military Wash) 
Target area, are confirmed areas of OE presence. 

(2) Found in the Naval (Military Wash) target area is a 
substantial amount of OE items attributed to former Naval usage, 
as well as a history of reports/incidents involving the 
destruction of remaining energetic items as follows: 

(a) The site inspection team discovered 5" high 
explosive rocket fragments, 2.25" practice rockets and related 
debris, MK 15MOD3 and M38A2 100 pound practice bomb and spotting 
charge debris, MK 23 3 pound practice bomb debris, a substantial 
amount of 20mm M95 and M99 armor piercing and target practice 
projectiles, and a substantial amount of .50 caliber bullets. 
Also, as reported in Area A-l, residue of Army ordnance usage was 
discovered in this area in the form of two expended 40mm MKII 
high explosive-tracer (shell destroying) projectile tracer and 
ignitor elements. Army historical documents also suggest a 
possible 9Omm high explosive projectile usage in this area. All 
of the OE items discovered by the inspection team were devoid of 
energetic material. 

(b) Two 5" high explosive rockets and three 1OOlb 
photoflash bombs were discovered and destroyed in this area. 
Dynamite (military explosives) were also said to have been 
discovered in this area. 

(3) Found in the Clark's Dry Lake Target Area was a 
small amount of OE items attributed to former Naval usage 
consisting of M38A2 100 pound practice bomb, MK 23 3 pound 
practice bomb debris, and .50 caliber bullets. 

(4) The major hazard(s) expected in the Borrego Wash 
Target area may be present in the form(s) of 100 pound photoflash 
bombs, 5 inch high explosive rockets, MKII 4Omm and M71 9Omm high 
explosive projectiles, Ml 3 pound black powder spotting charges 
which were incorporated in the M38A2 100 pound practice bombs, 
MK4 smokeless powder/stabilized red phosphorous spotting charges 
which were incorporated in the MK23 3 pound and MK15 MOD4 100 
pound practice bombs, and MK7 1 pound black powder spotting 
charges which were incorporated in the MK15 MOD3 100 pound 
practice bombs. 

(5) The major hazard(s) expected in the Clarks Dry Lake 
Target may be present in the form(s) of Ml 3 pound black powder 
spotting charges which were incorporated in the M38A2 100 pound 
practice bombs, MK4 smokeless powder/stabilized red phosphorous 
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spotting charges which were incorporated in the MK23 3 pound and 
MK15 MOD4 100 pound practice bombs, and MK7 1 pound black powder 
spotting charges which were incorporated in the MK15 MOD3 100 
pound practice bombs. 

(6) All OE varieties may be found on the surface or 
subsurface. No other types of ordnance are believed to be 
present in this area, which is supported by historical 
documentation, interview information, and overall site 
inspection. 

h. Area E-2: Naval Buffer Zones (within the Borrego Maneuver 
Area) 

(1) This area, consisting of lands surrounding the 
Clark's Dry Lake and Borrego (Military) Wash target areas, is 
considered to be an area of potential OE presence. 

(2) The inspection team found no physical, historical, 
or interview evidence to confirm a remaining OE presence in this 
area. However, due to its proximity to practice bombing ranges, 
gunnery ranges, an artillery target area (Borrego Wash only), and 
rocket target areas (Borrego Wash only) displaying a confirmed 
ordnance presence, this area should be considered potentially 
contaminated due to probable pilot or artillery mishap/error. 

(3) The ordnance types expected to be encountered in 
this area are the same as the types described for Areas 
E-l and A-l. 

8. SITE ORDNANCE TECHNICAL DATA 

a. End Item Technical Data. 

(1) Table 8-1 is a listing of ammunition and explosive 
fillers for items with a confirmed use within the Borrego 
Maneuver Area. 

(2) Technical data and drawings relative to the end 
items listed in table 8-l can be found in Appendix D. 
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TABLE 8-1 
AMMUNITION USED AND EXPLOSIVE FILLER 

AUTHORIZED 
NOMENCLATURE FILLER/WEIGHT FUZE(S) 
Bomb, 3 to 4.5-lb Practice, Zinc, Cast Iron, N/A 
AN-MK5, MK23, MK43 Lead Antimony 

Signal, AN-MK4 Smokeless Powder/Red 
Phosphorus 

Bomb, loo-lb Photoflash, 
AN-M46 

Bomb, loo-lb Practice, 
MK15 MOD3 
Spotting Charge, MKI 

Bomb, loo-lb Practice, 
MK15 MOD4 
Signal, AN-MK4 

Flash Powder, 25-lb 

Sand/Water Filled 

Black Powder, l-lb 

Sand/Water Filled 

Smokeless Powder/ Red 
Phosphorus 

Mill, M144, AN-M146, 
Ml55 

N/A 

MK247 (Inert) 

N/A 

Bomb, loo-lb Practice, M38A2 Sand Filled 
Spotting Charge, Ml Black Powder, 3-lb 

Projectile, 4Omm High Explosive TNT, .15-lb 
-Tracer (Shell Destroying), MKII Black Powder, .005-lb 

Tracer and Igniter, Shell, Tracer Composition 
No.12, MKl and Black Powder 

Projectile, 9Om.m High Explosive, Comp B, 2.15-lb 
M71 

N/A 

M64Al 

M43 

Rocket, 5.0-Inch High Explosive 
Warhead, Mkl Mod 0 8.6-lbs TNT Mk148 Mod 0 
Motor, 3.25-inch Mkl 8.5-lbs Ballistite 

Rocket, 2.25-Inch Practice, SCAR Inert N/A 
Motor 1.75-lbs Ballistite N/A 
Tracer Tracer Composition N/A 

Rocket, 3.25-Inch Practice, i-42 Inert N/A 
Motor 3.2-lbs Double Base Powder 
Flare Pyrotechnic Mixture N/A 

Small Arms Ammo 
.30 Cal Ball, M2 Lead Antimomy with N/A 

Gilding Metal Jacket 

.30 Cal Tracer, Ml 

Propellant 

Tracer Composition 

50 gr Single or 
Double Base Powder 

N/A 

N/A 

.50 Cal Ball, M2 

.5O Cal Tracer, Ml 

Propellant 

Lead Antimomy with 
Gilding Metal Jacket 
Tracer Composition 

250 gr Single or 
Double Base Powder 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
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b. Chemical Data of Ordnance Fillers 

Table 8-2 has been developed to provide information on 
the explosive/chemical compounds used in the OE items cited in 
table 8-1. 

TABLE 8-2 
CHEMICAL DATA OF ORDNANCE FILLERS 

?iller Synonym(s) Chemical 
Formula 

slack Powder 
14% Potassium Nitrate Saltpeter; Niter KN03 
11% Sulfur S 
16% Charcoal C 

Iouble-base Powder 
60% Nitrocellulose 

39% Nitroglycerin 

0.75% Diphenylamine 

Ballistite 
Guncotton; Pyroxylin 

Stabilizer DPA 

[C&j05 (N02) 
3ln 
CH2N03CHN03 
CH2N03 
(C6H512NH 

:. C. Blank Powder (single-based compound) 
80.4% Nitrocellulose Guncotton; Pyroxylin [C6H805 (N02) 31 n 

8% Potassium Nitrate Saltpeter KN03 
8% Barium Nitrate Ba(NO312 
3% Starch 
0.6% Diphenylamine Stabilizer DPA (C6H512NH 

?yrotechnic Composition 
75.0% Barium Nitrate 

4.5% Sulphur 
18.5% Aluminum 

1.5% Castor Oil 

Ba(NO3) 2 
S 
Al 

Xed Phosphorus 

FNT 

P 

2,4,6-trinitrotoluene; CH3C6H2(No2)3 
triton; trotyl; trilite; 
trinol;tritolo 

Tracer Composition 
16% Polyvinyl Chloride 
26% Magnesium Powder 
52% Strontium Nitrate 

Mg 
Sr(N03)2 
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